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ABSTRACT
The current gold standard for validation of programs summarizing data from clinical trials is double
programming of all analysis datasets, tables, listings, and figures. This approach, however, does not
identify cross-table discrepancies, and, we would argue, is not the best method of obtaining the highest
quality results. As it is a manual exercise, it is labor intensive and subject to human error. Performing
cross-table checks of outputs manually is a common practice performed by biostatisticians in the
pharmaceutical industry. Manually validating multiple tables takes a significant amount of time and
resources. This repetitive work can be done by a dedicated software, allowing the biostatisticians to focus
on the statistical aspects of the study. It also provides a consistent, specified approach, whereas the
current checking process is often unspecified and therefore not replicable.
An automation solution developed by Beaconcure cross checks two or more outputs in exactly the same
way as figures within and across tables are commonly compared today but it does so in a
comprehensive, consistent and faster manner. This technology can be used multiple times as data
accumulates, identifying programming errors that lead to discrepancies in the output. It can also be used
for all of reporting, such as Interim Analyses, Safety Updates, output for Data Monitoring Committees.
The following article presents multiple examples of cross-table checks as well as the automated process
for performing these checks.

THE CHALLENGE
Double programming is commonly used as a Quality Control (QC) tool of clinical statistical analyses to
increase the reliability of the data produced. Beconcure has conducted an industry survey and found that
out of the participating pharma/CRO companies, 68% double program all outputs, 28% double program
the complete tables including their formats, and 44% do additional manual QC checks. Double
programming may be useful for specific in-table checks, however, it does not compare the output across
tables. In our most recent survey, 68% of companies responded perform cross-table validation, 50% write
programs to perform some of the cross-table checks, and 50% have concrete specifications for crosstable review.
Within an individual table, the two programs may produce the same values, but it may not be correct.
Comparing the results across tables may identify mistakes in one of the tables. For example, the number
of subjects in the safety population in the disposition table may be different from the number of subjects
shown in a specific analysis of the safety population, such as adverse events. This type of discrepancy is
common and has been observed in our analyses. Another example of a discrepancy we observed exists
between the number of adverse events causing withdrawal and the number of subjects withdrawn due to
adverse events.
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SOLUTION
‘Verify’, a Solution for table data validation, is a machine learning (ML) based tool. In addition to
performing within table checks, can perform cross-table checks quickly and consistently for all
deliverables. This would be achieved by running a set of standard cross-table checks defined by
statisticians.
The key to success in implementing automation is the combination of the human factor and ML. By
adopting an automated platform, pharma companies and CROs can:

! Greatly reduce the time and effort to perform across table checks
! Check the output comprehensively and consistently
! Improve the productivity of statisticians
Beaconcure’s ‘Verify’ Automation is designed to implement cross-table checks throughout the study's
output. The technology can be used multiple times as data accumulates, identifying programming errors
that lead to discrepancies in the output.
This development can also be used for different kinds of cross-table checks, and are based on the way
the study is performed and the company’s usual table structure.

Reference Table
In studies where one table defines a group’s numbers throughout the study, such as Analysis Sets,
Subject Evaluation Group (also known as ADSL) or a Demographic Characteristic table, the automation
can perform its comparison based on a reference table. The reference table can be selected either
manually by the user related to the study, or by the automation using a consistent rule definition of what
the reference should look like. The check is then performed based on the reference table numbers, and a
cell match is conducted. If, for any reason, the numbers in a selected table are different from the numbers
specified in the reference table, ‘Verify’ will automatically alert the situation as a discrepancy. An example
demonstrating a verified reference table (14.1.1.2) and a compared table (14.1.1.19) sharing relevant
features for cell matching is shown below.
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General Cross-Table
The general cross-table cell match does not require a manual indication of a reference table, the
automation is able to identify the different analysis sets, cohorts, phases and match them with one
another. Unlike the reference table option, a cell match can be performed for more than two tables in one
match. In a study where one or more tables have an anomaly in its cell value, ‘Verify’ will automatically
mark the cell as a discrepancy. An example demonstrating a discrepancy for two tables in a cross-table
check for “Discontinuation Due to Adverse Events” is shown below.
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Summation Cross-Table
Summation cross-table checks are very similar to the general cross-table checks, only the calculation
method is based on summation, rather than cell matching. Relevant groups are compared to one another.
This function is both a calculation check, and a comparison one. An example demonstrating a verified
summation in cross-table check for “Demographic Characteristics” is shown below.
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Footnote Comparison
Cross-table checks in the Footnotes of tables often play a key feature in a clinical study’s QC. Cross-table
checks in this specific way can validate the coherency and consistency throughout the study, and also
validate in comparison with a defined snapshot date. For example, the system can alert a discrepancy
when the SDTM date is earlier than the snapshot date in different tables. An example demonstrating a
discrepancy for Cross-Table Footnote check, alerting inconsistency is the SDTM date is shown below. ‘

Table 1:

Table 2:

CONCLUSION
The QC process of clinical trials’ statistical output is a challenging and cumbersome task to perform,
especially when cross-table checks are implemented manually, and discrepancies are missed with double
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programming. ‘Verify’ by Beaconcure offers automatic cross-table checks that are tailored to the endusers needs and can be adjusted to varying table structures and specifications.
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